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ABSTRACT: The NEXT neutrinoless double beta decay (ββ0ν) experiment will use a high-
pressure gas electroluminescence-based TPC to search for the decay of Xe-136. One of the main
advantages of this technology is the possibility to reconstruct the topology of events with energies
close to Qββ .
The rejection potential associated to the topology reconstruction is limited by our capacity to prop-
erly reconstruct the original path of the electrons in the gas. This reconstruction is limited by
different factors that include the geometry of the detector, the density of the sensors in the tracking
plane and the separation among them, etc. Ultimately, the resolution is limited by the physics of
electron diffusion in the gas.
In this paper we present a series of molecular additives that can be used in Xenon gas at very low
partial pressure to reduce both longitudinal and transverse diffusion. We will show the results of
different Monte-Carlo simulations of electron transport in the gas mixtures from wich we have
extracted the value of some important parameters like diffusion, drift velocity and light yields.
These results show that there is a series of candidates that can reduce diffusion without affecting
the energy resolution of the detector and they should be studied experimentally. A comparison with
preliminary results from such an ongoing experimental effort is given.
KEYWORDS: Double-beta decay detectors, Charge transport, multiplication and
electroluminescence in rare gases and liquids.
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1. Introduction and Topological signature
Neutrinos have mass and mix. This experimental observation, recently awarded with a Nobel prize,
has opened new questions about the nature of neutrinos and its position in the Standard Model:
What is the absolute mass of the neutrino? How can it be accomodated in the Standard Model?
What is the origin of the neutrino mass? Are neutrinos Majorana particles?
Neutrinos are the only chargeless fermions, then they are the only fermions that can have a
Majora mass term. If neutrinos are Majorana particles they will be indistinguishable from their
antiparticle and it may lead to processes violating lepton number conservation. Such processes can
be connected with the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe via leptogenesis .The Majorana
mass of the neutrino also provides an elegant explanation of the smallness of neutrino mass via the
seesaw mechanism (see [1] and references therein).
The most sensitive method to establish the nature of the neutrinos is the search for neutrinoless
double beta decay (ββ0ν). This is a hypothetical, very rare nuclear transition in which a nucleus
with Z protons decays into a nucleus with Z+2 protons and the same mass number, A, emitting
two electrons that carry essentially all the energy released (Qββ ). While the two-neutrino mode of
the double beta decay has already been measured in a number of isotopes, the zero-neutrino mode
remains unobserved.
The experimental signature of a neutrinoless double beta decay is the emission of two electrons
from the same point with a total kinetic energy always equal to Qββ . For this reason, most of the
experiments have focused on improving the energy resolution of their detectors in order to reduce
the number of background events that fall inside the region of interest. Of course, any extra handle
like the ability of topologically separate background from signal or tagging the daughter nucleus
will improve the background rejection resulting in better sensitivity to the process.
The NEXT experiment seeks to make a first measurement of ββ0ν in 136Xe using a high
pressure gas Time Projection Chamber (TPC) with electroluminescent (EL) read-out. It has been
designed to provide good energy and spatial resolution to identify separated tracks and increased
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ionization (’blobs’) at their ends. With this aim, it uses two different planes for energy measurement
and tracking. Photomultipliers behind the cathode detect the primary scintillation light and allow
for energy measurement by detecting the electroluminescence. An array of silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) behind the anode provides the spatial information for the topological analysis of the events
using the EL light. The ββ0ν search will be carried out using NEXT-100 which will contain∼100
kg of 136Xe gas at 15 bar. The first phase of the experiment, called NEW, and deploying 10
kg (and 20% of the sensors), is currently being commissioned at the Laboratorio Subterráneo de
Canfranc. The principle of operation of NEXT-100 and NEW and the necessary know-how has
been developed using NEXT-DEMO, a large scale prototype which operated at the Instituto de
Física Corpuscular in Valencia (Spain) with ∼1.5 kg of natural xenon at a pressure of 10 bar.
The topological signature of a ββ0ν event in NEXT is determined by the movement of low
energy (∼ MeV) electrons in dense gas. The electrons move in a random path due to collisional
scattering with gas atoms. Along this path the electron deposits energy at a fairly constant rate
until the end of the trajectory where the energy deposition increases significantly in a small region
due to the increase in dE/dx known as Bragg peak; we call that region ’blob’. Those blobs have
an energy around 300 keV but with large fluctuations. The characteristics of a signal event are
then a continuous track with two blobs at both endpoints. On the other hand, the background
that is mainly produced by high energy gammas from 214Bi and 208Tl decays, converts in the gas
producing typically more than one electron separated in space.
In a real detector, the capabilities of identifying the blobs and separating different energy
depositions in the detector is limited by the intrinsic position resolution of the detector. Figure 1
shows how the increase in diffusion transforms the topological signature. When the diffusion is
at very low levels (2mm) the electron path is clearly visible, identification of track end-points and
blobs is done with high efficiency and low contamination. When the diffusion for pure Xenon along
1m drift is included, the finer details of the track are lost and the topological signature of the events
has a weaker effect. At a different level, algorithms that can follow the real path of the electron in
the gas will help identifying the end-points of the electron path improving our blob identification,
but the behaviour of such algorithms is also closely related with the position resolution. A more
detailed explanation of the topological signature and a description and experimental results of the
first efforts of the NEXT Collaboration in that direction can be found in [2].
2. Limits of tracking in pure xenon
The spatial resolution in a pure xenon gaseous detector is limited by different factors that can be
separated in two different groups: instrumental and physical. In this section we will briefly describe
them and evaluate their effect on the current NEXT detector.
The transverse spatial resolution is limited by the pitch of the SiPMs sensors. The minimum
resolution we have in this case is the pitch over square root of 12. In NEXT detector it gives
a resolution of 3.5 mm that can easily be reduced using simple reconstruction algorithms like
barycenter. The longitudinal resolution is limited by the width of the EL region. In our case it gives
a resolution of 1-1.5 mm. We can see that with the current configuration the instrumental limit is
on the order of a couple of milimiters, and we would like to reach this limit. While reducing the
pitch of the SiPMs seems feasible, reducing the EL gap in a large detector is a complicated issue
that limits the longitudinal resolution.
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Figure 1. Influence of diffusion on the tracking capabilities of our detector. From left to righ we show two
simulated events (one for signal and one for background) where we apply different electron diffusion. The
central image shows the effect of 2mm diffusion where most of the details that can be seen in the ‘true’ track
are still present. The right image shows the track after the diffusion expected for drifting electrons along 1m
in pure Xenon has been applied, where most of the details have been lost.
On the other hand, the diffusion of electrons in pure Xenon adds an effect of the order of ∼ 10
mm to the transverse resolution and ∼ 4-5 mm to the longitudinal after a meter of drift. Thus, the
largest effect affecting our resolution comes from the diffusion of the secondary electrons.
3. The effect of additives
In this section we show the results of the Magboltz simulations for different concentrations of
CO2, CH4 and CF4, gases that are common in TPCs, and whose elementary cross-sections are
well known. The results we are interested in are the diffusion (both transversal and longitudinal),
the drift velocity and how the concentrations studied affect the amount of light produced in the
electroluminescence region and the energy resolution at different electric fields.
Figure 2 shows the results of the simulation for Xenon at 10 bar and different concentrations of
the molecules described before. The left image shows the results for the longitudinal diffusion for
a typical drift field in NEXT of 30V/cm/bar while the right image shows the result for transverse
diffusion. They show that concentrations below the percent level may be enough in the case of CO2
and CF4 for reducing the diffusion by a factor 3. This will result in a diffusion on the order of 2
mm for
1mm/
√
m and a transverse diffusion of ∼ 3.5mm/√m. At this level the diffusion will be on
the order of the error introduced by the instrumentation.
3.1 Cooling electrons in gas
Energy loss by electrons through elastic collisions with atoms is extremely inefficient. This deter-
mines the large diffusion that is characteristic of noble gases, in particular in the range of reduced
fields of interest for ββ0 experiments in 136Xe (E . 100 V/cm/bar). Energy losses can be largely
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Figure 2. Longitudinal and transverse diffusion of electrons in gas for different concentrations of CO2 , CH4
and CF4 for a drift field of 30V/cm/bar and at 10 bar pressure.
facilitated with the addition of even simple molecules, provided new molecular degrees of freedom
(e.g. vibrations) are made available for energy transfer. In this case, for relatively low fields, elec-
tron energy distributions become just mildly non-thermal and tend to build up around the energy
of the first vibrational level (∼ 0.1eV). Due to this, as seen in Fig. 2, diffusion is expected to be
largely reduced even in the presence of very minute concentrations of molecular additives. The
concentration of the mixtures we are considering is always below the percent level, which implies
the need for a precise measurement procedure.
3.2 Light yield, transparency and quenching
We used the light quenching model introduced in [3], with the 2- and 3-body quenching rate con-
stants measured by Wojciechowsky in [4] for the Xenon triplet state in the presence of CH4. In
this simplified model, Xenon scintillation results from the competition between excimer formation
and the quenching of atomic species. We realized that this model describes well earlier S1 data
from Pushkin [5] once corrected for recombination light. A detailed description of the simulation
procedure will be included in [7], which is currently under preparation: generally, when the 3-body
quenching rate constants were not available for some of the gases, an analogy with the systematics
measured in [4] was used. The gases chosen are all highly transparent to Xenon scintillation, with
exception of CO2. For the CO2 concentrations proposed here, however, transparency over 1 m is
expected to comfortably exceed 50% (see also [7]).
The simulation toolkit used in this work for computing the light yields is an evolution of the
one described in [8], being now able to include molecular gas mixtures. For that, the existent
GARFIELD++ code was changed in order to include the method described in [3].
The most sensitive parameter to both fluctuations of the light generation process and the light
yield is the energy resolution. The FWHM energy resolution, RE , of an electroluminescence-based
(EL) detector corresponds to the sum in quadrature of the contributions of the different processes
occurring in the detector. According to [9] the expression for the energy resolution can be written
as:
RE = 2.35
√
F
Ne
+
Q
Ne
+
2
Nep
(3.1)
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where F is the Fano factor, Q represents the fluctuation associated with the light generation
process and the last term reflects the variations in the number of photoelectrons extracted from
the PMT photocathode per event. In order to minimize the energy resolution the two last terms
in equation 3.1 should be as small as possible. On the other hand, the objective for the NEXT
collaboration is to have an energy resolution between 0.5 and 1% at Qββ . That relaxes somewhat
the conditions on the two last terms.
Figure 3. Left-top: secondary light yields (EL) from simulation and comparison with preliminary data taken
with a drift-less Gas Proportional Scintillation Counter (GPSC) [6] at 1bar. Left-bottom: energy resolution
in data (GPSC) and simulation. Simulations have been matched to the pure Xenon case by including a flat
5.5% instrumental contribution. A 30% light collection efficiency was assumed. Right: simulated energy
resolution for the Qββ energy in a 5mm EL gap at 10 bar, assuming a light collection efficiency of 3%. The
simulation code has been introduced in the text and will be thoroughly described in [7].
The graphs shown on the left in figure 3 show the results from simulations and a comparison
with preliminary data obtained in a small setup. During the measurements, there was no direct
determination of the concentration of the molecular additive, which may differ slightly from the
intended mixture due to the presence of the purifiers in the system. This could partially explain
the imperfect agreement with results from simulations. An RGA will be installed in the system in
order to clarify this aspect.
The graph on the right in figure 3 shows the expected energy resolution for an electroluminescence-
based detector operating at different reduced fields. This graph shows the behavior of the different
mixtures. On the one hand, when the electric field is too low the resolution worsens rapidly due to
the fluctuations in photoelectron detection. On the other hand, the technical limitations of maintain-
ing stable conditions in a large detector with a very high operating voltage in the EL region limits
the realistic fields to values below 3.5kV/cm/bar. Still, figure 3 shows a number of mixtures that
will give an acceptable energy resolution while substantially modifying the electron diffusion. A
more detailed look at figure 3 (right) shows curves with two different behaviours. For some of the
mixtures the energy resolution stabilizes around similar values for relatively low reduced electric
fields (∼1.5 kV/cm/bar) while, on the other hand, for CH4 mixtures, the energy resolution saturates
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much later and dramatically worsens when reducing the field. Those two different behaviors are
clearly related to two different physical processes that affect the energy resolution. In the case of
CH4 mixtures the limiting factor is the light yield, which is the reason why high fields (high yields)
are necessary to reach the stable region. Other mixtures stabilize much earlier, so this behaviour
can not be related to the light yield but to the intrinsic fluctuations in the light generation process,
which are dominated by the onset of dissociative attachment in both CO2 and CF4.
4. Conclusions
A series of simulations on electron mobility and scintillation in gaseous xenon with different mix-
tures and concentrations of molecular gases has been performed. Simulations show that there are
several molecular additives that can significantly reduce the electron diffusion in the detector down
to the limit given by our instrumentation. Those mixtures can offer at the same time a good energy
resolution, at the level of 0.5% at Qββ . The NEXT collaboration is making an R&D effort along
this promising line, using the small setups existing at various labs of NEXT member groups. Ul-
timately, the concept will be verified in NEXT-DEMO where measurements of diffusion, primary
scintillation and energy resolution can be done simultaneously. This step will allow to assess if the
small concentrations required can be maintained stable in a large experiment, even in the presence
of purifiers.
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